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2N+4-rule and an atlas of bulk optical resonances
of zigzag graphene nanoribbons
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Development of on-chip integrated carbon-based optoelectronic nanocircuits requires fast

and non-invasive structural characterization of their building blocks. Recent advances in

synthesis of single wall carbon nanotubes and graphene nanoribbons allow for their use as

atomically precise building blocks. However, while cataloged experimental data are available

for the structural characterization of carbon nanotubes, such an atlas is absent for graphene

nanoribbons. Here we theoretically investigate the optical absorption resonances of armchair

carbon nanotubes and zigzag graphene nanoribbons continuously spanning the tube (ribbon)

transverse sizes from 0.5(0.4) nm to 8.1(12.8) nm. We show that the linear mapping is

guaranteed between the tube and ribbon bulk resonance when the number of atoms in the

tube unit cell is 2N þ 4, where N is the number of atoms in the ribbon unit cell. Thus, an atlas

of carbon nanotubes optical transitions can be mapped to an atlas of zigzag graphene

nanoribbons.
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S ingle-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNT) and monolayer
graphene nanoribbons (GNR) are quasi-one-dimensional
nanostructures of graphene that are considered as key

building blocks for on-chip integrated carbon optoelectronics1–3.
The ultimate goal of on-chip integration requires a deep under-
standing of the structure-function interrelations and a perfect
geometrical control of the building blocks. Significant advance-
ments in the synthesis of graphene ribbons with atomic precision
have been observed in recent years4,5, whereas a comprehensive
progress has been achieved in production of monochiral carbon
nanotubes2,6,7. This development has partially eliminated both
the edge quality issue of graphene nanoribbons and the chirality
problem for carbon nanotubes. At the same time, considerable
effort has been directed towards relating SWCNT optical prop-
erties for different polarization of radiation with SWCNT chir-
ality and diameter8–16.

A standard way of presenting diameter dependence of SWCNT
optical resonances polarized parallel to the tube axis is Kataura
plot8. This plot has been both measured experimentally9,17 and
reproduced numerically in semi-empirical and ab-initio calcula-
tions18–20. Several interpolating formulas have been proposed for
the description of the SWCNT Kataura plot10–12. The Kataura
plot for ribbons, however, cannot be approached in the same way
as Kataura plot for tubes because of two main reasons: (i) the
different physical mechanisms of SWCNT and GNR synthesis
and (ii) a huge variety of GNR edges, which impedes the devel-
opment of the GNR standard classification, thereby leading to
different naming conventions used in experimental and theore-
tical studies21–23. Limiting our consideration to the symmetric
nanoribbons with zigzag and armchair edges, we should notice
that even these two types of GNRs are not yet well studied and
understood. In particular, no Kataura plot has been reported for
these graphene nanoribbons, although such plot would be prac-
tical for the fast and non-invasive ribbon width characterization,
especially in those synthesis methods that provide flexible control
of the ribbon width, such as catalytic writing, nanolithography,
plasma etching, tube unzipping or epitaxial growth on sidewalls
of SiC24–26.

The optical properties of armchair GNRs (AGNRs) have
been intensively studied theoretically27–36 and more recently
experimentally37,38, nevertheless the absorption peak dependence
on the ribbon width is not yet complete. Hitherto, rather narrow
energy or width ranges have been reported. The width depen-
dence of the first (E11) and the second (E22) single-electron
excitation was exemplified for 0.3–3 nm widths29 while the
exciton E11 was studied in the AGNRs of 0.4–4 nm widths32. The
E22 and E33 excitons were also reported for the similar width
ranges33–35. Recently, an analytical width dependence has been
proposed for E11 exciton of semiconducting AGNRs36. Even so,
none of these previous works have provided a proper comparison
of the AGNR optical resonances with those of zigzag SWCNTs,
whereas such comparative analysis is highly desirable for a
reliable optical nanodevice and nanocircuit engineering. Joint
analysis of several previous studies attempting to compare zigzag
SWCNTs and AGNRs indicates that Kataura plots for these
ribbons could be the replica of that plot for zigzag SWCNTs. As
shown within the tight-binding model, the electronic energy
bands of zigzag SWCNTðn; 0Þ duplicate the bands of the
AGNRðwÞ when n ¼ wþ 1, where n is the chiral or diameter
index of the tube and w is the width index of the ribbon39,40.
Similar correspondence takes place for the optical transition
matrix elements41,42, leading to a perfect alignment of the single-
electron optical absorption peaks of some SWCNTs and corre-
sponding AGNRs40. Moreover, this alignment should not
be disordered by excitonic effects since Loudon’s model provide
the same exciton binding energy for two structures of the same

transverse size43. Thus, Kataura plot for AGNRs could, in prin-
ciple, replicate that plot for zigzag SWCNTs.

The situation is more complicated with zigzag graphene
nanoribbons (ZGNRs). These nanoribbons are famous for their
edge states44–46, whose origin is traced back to polyacetylene47,48.
Optical properties of ZGNRs have been studied theoretically
within the first principles and tight-binding models27,28,30,40,49–52

and experimentally with some edge modifications53. However,
the majority of these studies are focused on the effect of the
edge states and on few selected ribbons. Only few works
attempt to consider a wide range of ZGNRs. The lowest five
optical transitions have been reported for wide ribbons of
12.8–76.7 nm30. This study, however, omits the relation of these
wide ribbon optical transitions to the transitions of armchair
SWCNTs. The width dependence for the first four optical
transitions is presented for narrow ZGNRs of 0.5–4.5 nm in
ref. 49. These results are compared to the transition energies of
armchair SWCNTs through the ratio E11 : E22 : E33 : E44.
However, the calculated optical resonance energies in ref. 49 are
the energy differences between the van Hove singularities
symmetrically placed with respect to the intrinsic Fermi level.
Associating these energies with the optical resonances contra-
dicts to the optical selection rules30,31,52,54. Not only are the
selection rules different for ZGNRs and armchair SWCNTs but
also their energy bands cannot be aligned. Nevertheless, a
hidden correlation between the optical absorption resonances
of several ZGNRs and armchair SWCNTs has been reported in
the nearest-neighbor tight-binding model40,52. Therefore,
ZGNRs and armchair SWCNTs deserve primary consideration
to provide an entry point for a general understanding of the
optical interrelations between SWCNTs and GNRs.

In this paper, we study the interrelations between optical
absorption resonances in ZGNRs and armchair SWCNTs for the
parallel polarization of the incident light. Accounting for the
exchange and correlation effects, we analyze the degree of linear
correlation and alignment between the optical resonances as a
function of the tube diameter and ribbon width. We reveal a
2N þ 4-rule according to which the maximum of the linear
correlation and alignment is observed when the effective width of
the ribbon is equal to the half of the tube circumference, which is
equivalent to the number of carbon atoms in the armchair
SWCNT unit cell being 2N þ 4, where N is the number of carbon
atoms in a zigzag GNR. We apply this rule to the atlas of
SWCNTs11 and predict the resonance energies for the bulk-bulk
transitions of ZGNRs.

Results
Optical absorption of armchair SWCNTs and zigzag GNRs. In
this letter, we use the integers n and w as the tube diameter and
ribbon width indices, respectively40. These indices can be readily
converted to the actual diameter of the tube d and width of the
ribbon W as follows: d ¼ ffiffiffi

3
p

an=π and W ¼ ffiffiffi
3

p
aw=2, with a ¼

2:46 Å being the graphene lattice constant. The intensity of the
absorption as a function of the structure transverse size and
excitation energy is presented in Fig. 1 (see Methods for details).
These graphs are an analog of the celebrated Kataura plots8,9 for
SWCNTs with a difference that these diagrams only present the
absorption resonances for the ZGNRs (Fig. 1a, b) and armchair
SWCNTs (Fig. 1c, d). From multiple SWCNT experimental stu-
dies9–12, the first four10,12 and even higher11 absorption peaks
can be recovered by the interpolating formulas. However, no
experimental data and interpolating formulas are available for the
zigzag GNRs. Comparing the results in Fig. 1a, c obtained for the
tubes and ribbons in the nearest-neighbor Partoens 200655 tight-
binding model (TBM), one can clearly identify two regions in the
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absorption spectra of the ribbons. The first region at _ω ≳ 3 eV
has a strikingly similar pattern to the intensity plot of the tubes,
while the second region at _ω ≲ 3 eV contains additional peaks
converging to the threshold of t1 � 3 eV as the ribbon width
decreases. These additional resonances originate from the edge
states (see Supplementary Fig. 3 in Supplementary Note 2), and
they are noticeably weaker in intensity with the exception of the
lowest energy resonance, which is comparable in intensity to the
strongest resonance situated at 2t1 � 6 eV. The high energy
resonance at 2t1 � 6 eV sets the upper boundary for the diverse
peak structure in absorption of both tubes and ribbons. It
represents the persistent π-plasmon that is routinely observed in
all graphitic materials56. By analogy, the much weaker edge
π-plasmon at t1 � 3 eV sets the upper boundary for the edge
resonances in ZGNRs (see also Supplementary Fig. 3 in Supple-
mentary Note 2). The intensity plots show that all the intensity
curves, which split from the 6 eV in the ZGNR, i.e., those which
correspond to the bulk-to-bulk state transitions, have counter-
parts in the intensity plot of the armchair SWCNTs. However, the
lowest energy absorption resonances of the armchair SWCNTs do
not have a counterpart among the bulk–bulk resonances in the
ZGNR absorption spectra.

Advancing to the multi-parameter TBM—with parameters
fitted to the Density Functional Theory (DFT) and given in
Table 1—we notice in Fig. 1b, d that the main features of the
single-parameter model still persist. The boundary between the
pure bulk and the bulk-edge transition regions in the ribbons is
distinguishable for narrow ribbons but gradually diffuses for
wider ones. The π-plasmon resonance is clearly identified with a
red shift to �4:0 eV for both the armchair SWCNTs and ZGNRs

(see also Supplementary Figs. 4 and 6). When this resonance is
observed for graphene57–59, the shift between the experimental
and theoretical data is typically attributed to the excitonic
effects57,58 or the excitonic effect with Keldysh dielectric
confinement and an influence of the substrate59. The energy of
the π-plasmon resonance in our calculations is in good agreement
with the interpolating formula from ref. 11 (see Supplementary
Fig. 8c in Supplementary Note 3), which provides an evidence
that indeed the multi-parameter models used here have partially
incorporated the many-body effects such as Coulomb electron-
electron interactions. In contrast to the diffused edge-bulk
transitions resonances found at �2 eV in Fig. 1b, the bulk-bulk
resonances are less affected by the stated many-body effects.
Although the bulk–bulk resonances are squeezed within the range
of 0–4 eV due to the many-body effects, the peaks preserve a
pattern that exhibits the same number of curves for both
SWCNTs and ZGNRs when n � w. This implies that the energies
of the optical absorption resonances in armchair SWCNTs and
ZGNRs can be correlated and aligned. These alignment patterns
and correlation signature motivate us to study this certain feature
in more detail.

Linear correlation coefficient analysis. In order to scrutinize a
full picture of the existing correlations between the energies of
optical resonances in the tubes and ribbons, we have calculated
the linear correlation coefficient (LCC) for all possible pairs of
SWCNTs and ZGNRs with n ¼ 4; 5; ¼ ; 60 and w ¼ 2; 3; ¼ ; 60
(see Methods for details). Two types of LCC are of interest: (i) the
LCC between the full set of absorption resonances in ZGNR,
including edge-to-bulk transitions, and in armchair SWCNT and
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Fig. 1 Absorption intensity density plots. Optical absorption dependence on the excitation energy and transverse size of ZGNRs (a, b) and armchair
SWCNTs (c, d) in various tight-binding models: a, c the nearest-neighbor tight-binding model (Partoens 2006)55, bmodel fitted to Quantum Espresso DFT
data (ZGNRs (av.)), and d model fitted to SIESTA DFT data (Reich 2002)60.
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(ii) the LCC between bulk-bulk ZGNR resonances and armchair
SWCNTs resonances. The type (i) and (ii) datasets cannot be
obtained by analysis of the full absorption spectra of ZGNRs with
the peak selection algorithm presented in Methods because it is
not selective with respect to the edge-to-bulk or bulk–bulk nature
of the optical resonances. An effective approach to isolating such
datasets is to apply the peak selection algorithm to the bulk
absorption spectra obtained by exclusion of the edge states from
the summation in the optical absorption (see Eq. (2) in Methods).
As one can clearly see from Supplementary Figs. 3 and 4 in
Supplementary Note 2, the inclusion or exclusion of the edge
states from the summation does not affect the energies of the
bulk-bulk resonances. Therefore, this procedure is equivalent to
the selection of the bulk absorption resonances from the full
absorption spectra. In both datasets (i) and (ii), the lowest energy
resonance of the armchair SWCNT spectra is excluded being the

only tube resonance with no counterpart bulk resonance in the
ZGNR absorption spectra (see Supplementary Figs. 5 and 6 in
Supplementary Note 2). In Fig. 2, the LCC maps at the threshold
r > rth for the single (Fig. 2a–f) and multi (Fig. 2g–l) parameter
TBMs are compared with the theoretical reference line n ¼ wþ 1
obtained by matching the transverse momenta of tube and ribbon
electrons52. Such matching is achieved by equating the transverse
momenta θ quantized in the two nanostructures by the
secular equations: cos nθ=2ð Þ ¼ 1 (for tube) and sin wθð Þ þ
2 cos k=2ð Þ sin ðwþ 1Þθ½ � ¼ 0 (for ribbon). We note that ZGNR
secular equation depends on the electron longitudinal momen-
tum k. By setting k ! 0, which corresponds to the approximate
alignment of the ribbon energy bands to the tube ones at the
center of the Brillouin zone61, the secular equation for the ribbon
has solution θr;j ¼ πj= wþ 1ð Þ, while the solution for the tube is
θt;j ¼ πj=n. The reference line is derived by setting θr;j ¼ θt;j.

Table 1 Tight-binding parameters for ZGNRs and armchair SWCNTs.

t0, eV t1, eV t2, eV t3, eV s1 s2 s3
ZGNR(6) 0.0000 −2.7163 −0.0092 −0.2445 0.0008 0.0239 0.0184
ZGNR(9) 0.0000 −2.7457 0.0021 −0.2331 0.0032 0.0177 0.0222
ZGNR(12) 0.0000 −2.7824 −0.0080 −0.2480 0.0116 0.0131 0.0365
ZGNR(15) 0.0000 −2.8020 0.0043 −0.2494 0.0134 0.0144 0.0306
ZGNRs (av.) 0.0000 −2.7616 −0.0027 −0.2438 0.0072 0.0173 0.0269
Reich2002a −2.0300 −2.7900 −0.6800 −0.3000 0.3000 0.0460 0.0390

aParameters for armchair SWCNTs adapted from ref. 60
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Allowing the edge-to-bulk state transitions in Partoens2006 TBM
and including of the corresponding resonances into the datasets
show a significant deviation from the reference line as observed
from Fig. 2a–c. However, the exclusion of the edge state optical
resonances from the datasets leads to a perfect agreement with the
reference line shown in Fig 2d–f. It follows from Fig. 2g–i that in
the LCC maps obtained from the multi-parameter TBMs, the
high LCC regions form irregular sparse patterns above the
reference line if the edge states are involved in the optical
absorption. However, a good agreement with the reference line is
restored by retaining only the bulk–bulk optical transitions. In
summary, the LCC maps in Fig. 2 confirm that the linear relation
is warranted for the two-dimensional dataset of optical resonance
energies of the armchair SWCNTðn; nÞ and ZGNRðwÞ pair when
n ¼ wþ 1. Also, a more detailed comparison between the optical
absorption spectra of the selected tube-ribbon pairs (see Sup-
plementary Figs. 5 and 6 in Supplementary Note 2) suggests that
the optical resonances are not only linearly related but also pre-
cisely aligned.

Alignment coefficient analysis. We present in Fig. 3 the maps of
the alignment coefficient (AC) Lc discriminated at several
thresholds Lc > Lc;th and compared with the reference line n ¼
wþ 1 (see Methods). The regions of high AC obtained from the
single-parameter TBM shown in Fig. 3a–d are narrower than
those of the multi-parameter TBMs shown in Fig. 3e–h. The
broadening of the high AC region in Fig. 3e–h is explained by the
squeezing of the absorption resonances presented in Fig. 1. In
both types of TBMs, the maximum degree of alignment is
observed in the tube-ribbon pairs n ¼ wþ 1 between the bulk
ZGNR and armchair SWCNT resonances. Comparing the panels
c–d and g–h of Fig. 3, it can be observed that the degree of
alignment in the fitted TBMs is slightly less than that in the
nearest-neighbor TBM. Nevertheless, in both cases the AC value
exceeds 0.99, which corresponds to the sample variance σ ¼
�β ln Lcð Þ ¼ 0:01 eV2.

2N+4-rule of armchair SWCNTs and ZGNRs. The high degree
of linear correlation and alignment between the optical

resonances in the fitted TBMs presented in Figs. 2 and 3 implies
that similar results should be observed for the absorption spectra
calculated with the DFT wavefunctions. It can be seen in Fig. 4a, b
that similar to ref. 62 the DFT and fitted TBM absorption spectra
are in full agreement. It is also seen in Fig. 4a, b that bulk spectra
of ZGNRs can be obtained from full spectra by exclusion of the
edge states without affecting positions of the bulk resonances. The
match between the DFT and TBM absorption spectra for
SWCNTs is better than that between the spectra for ZGNRs due
to the slight deviation of the TBM energy bands from the DFT
ones (see Supplementary Fig. 1 in Supplementary Note 1). Also,
Fig. 4a, b indicates that the LCC and AC calculated for the DFT
absorption spectra are larger than the corresponding coefficients
for the fitted TBMs absorption spectra. Our calculations for the
points presented in Fig. 4c show that for the DFT data LCC
r ¼ 0:99987 and AC Lc ¼ 0:99934, while for the fitted TBM data
we have LCC r ¼ 0:83365 and AC Lc ¼ 0:98644.

The correlation and alignment found for the tubes and ribbons
mean that the n ¼ wþ 1 tube-ribbon pairs represent a rule of
geometrical matching for the optical resonance alignment. As
illustrated in Fig. 4d, the number of carbon atoms in the tube unit
cell for these specific pairs is expressed via the number of atoms
in the ribbon unit cell N as 2N þ 4.

An atlas of ZGNR absorption resonances by linear mapping.
The revealed regularity can be employed to predict experimental
optical absorption resonances for zigzag GNRs, which have not
been explored experimentally yet. We present in Fig. 5 the linear
mapping between the optical absorption resonances of armchair
SWCNTs and ZGNRs carried out with the parameters extracted
from the fitted TBMs in Table 1 (see Supplementary Figs. 7 and 8
in Supplementary Note 3). The data points for ZGNRs presented
by the large red open circles in Fig. 5 are described by the fol-
lowing equation:

EZGNR ¼ ξR;1
n

þ ζR;2

� �
EaSWCNT þ

ξR;3
n

þ ζR;4

� �
ð1Þ

where ξR;1 ¼ 2:83, ζR;2 ¼ 0:98, ξR;3 ¼ �7:42 eV, ζR;4 ¼ 0:03 eV
and EaSWCNT is given by the interpolating formula from ref. 11.
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The calculation for the nanotube with the diameter index n gives
the resonance energy for the nanoribbon with width index
w ¼ n� 1. These energies are the optical resonances predicted
for an atlas of ZGNRs. Eq. (1) should provide a more precise
estimate for ZGNRs with width index w � 9, since only the
regular part of the linear mapping coefficients for n � 10 was
used in their fitting (see Supplementary Fig. 7 in Supplementary
Note 3). We have also plotted in Fig. 5 the green solid curves
given by the Jiang et. al. fitting formula49. The formula provides
the resonance energies of ZGNRs, which are close to the atlas
obtained by mapping from the armchair SWCNTs. This is
especially true for the first bulk resonance. In order to verify if
this is indeed possible, we have performed similar calculations
within the ZGNR (av.) TBM and have included these results to
Fig. 5 as small open black circles. The black data points and green
solid curves show scaling with the ribbon width that is deceivingly
similar to that of actual absorption resonances given by large red
open circles of the ZGNR atlas. However, the optical resonances
allowed by selection rules must originate from the van Hove
singularities that are asymmetrically rather than symmetrically
situated with respect to the Fermi level. Therefore, we recom-
mend to follow the atlas in order to avoid the mistakes in the
optical resonance energy estimation. Based from the results pre-
sented above, we should mention that the linear mapping similar

to Eq. (1) should be possible between the armchair GNRs and
zigzag SWCNTs due to their straightforward similarity in both
electronic and optical properties39–42.

Discussion
In addition to the atlas application, the 2N þ 4-rule for the
optical resonance alignment can be utilized for building func-
tional carbon materials on a molecular scale and for designing
multi-frequency resonant optoelectronic devices. It is also
important to note that the geometrical match within the tube-
ribbon pairs can be a source of undesired cross-talk between the
different parts of complex optoelectronic circuits when the optical
resonance line width is larger than the standard deviationffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi�β ln Lcð Þp

estimated from the AC. Such a cross-talk can
manifest itself in the cloaking of the hybrid GNR@SWCNT
systems63,64, making one of the constituents invisible for optical
characterization in a specific spectral range. Therefore, special
care must be taken in the interpretation of measurements for such
hybrid systems.

To conclude, we have revealed that the optical resonances of
armchair single wall carbon nanotubes and zigzag graphene
nanoribbons in parallel polarization of the incident light are
related by a linear transformation when n ¼ wþ 1, where n is the
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dimensional energy plot of the ZGNRð20Þ and SWCNTð21; 21Þ resonances. Thin gray grid lines in a, b, and c mark the positions of the interband optical
resonances extracted from the DFT optical spectra. Gray circles in c denote the intersections of the grid lines of most aligned resonance peak energy pairs
ðEribbon; EtubeÞ. The red solid line represents a perfect resonance alignment Etube ¼ Eribbon used as a reference. d Decomposition of SWCNTð7; 7Þ with
circumference C into two ZGNRð6Þ (magenta and green) with effective width W, which accounts for the two zigzag chains of carbon atoms (blue) to be
removed. The effective ribbon width W ¼ W þ ffiffiffi

3
p

a=2, where W ¼ ffiffiffi
3

p
aw=2 is the ribbon width and a is the graphene lattice constant. If n ¼ wþ 1 then

C=2 ¼ W which is equivalent to Nt ¼ 2Nþ 4, where Nt and N are the number of atoms in the unit cell of the tube and ribbon, respectively. This
decomposition also connects SWCNTð21; 21Þ with ZGNRð20Þ.
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diameter(chiral) index and w is the width index. The n ¼ wþ 1
relation is equivalent to the 2N þ 4-rule for the number of carbon
atoms in a nanotube unit cell, where N is the number of atoms in
a ribbon unit cell. This rule is valid not only in the simple nearest-
neighbor tight-binding model but also in more complicated
models following the density functional theory calculations and
simulating the electron exchange and correlation effects with
several phenomenological parameters. Despite the different
topology of the structures (cylindrical and planar), optical selec-
tion rules and notorious edge states, a high degree of alignment
coefficient (>0:99) is found for the bulk-bulk transitions of
ZGNRðwÞ and for all but the first π-electron optical resonances of
armchair SWCNTðn; nÞ, when the 2N þ 4-rule is fulfilled. This
allows one to predict the bulk-bulk transitions of zigzag GNRs by
mapping the atlas of armchair SWCNTs optical transitions of Liu
et al.11. Finally, we note that the atlas for nanoribbons can be
further expanded to include the armchair GNR optical reso-
nances, since similar mapping should be possible between the
zigzag SWCNTs and armchair GNRs. Also, it would be inter-
esting to investigate the effects of external electric and magnetic
fields65 which—as we anticipate—could be used to tune the
degree of correlation and alignment between the optical absorp-
tion resonances.

Methods
DFT calculations. All density functional theory (DFT) calculations were per-
formed in Quantum Espresso package using the norm-conserving pseudopotential
with Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof exchange and correlation66. In these calculations, we
used 40 Ry kinetic energy cutoff for the plane wave expansion and set the vacuum
distances between periodic images of the structures to be about twice the transverse
size of the structure (width for the ribbons and diameter for the tubes). In the
majority of the band-structure calculations, the Brillouin zones were sampled with

30 ´ 1 ´ 1 uniform k-points mesh. For ZGNR(20) and SWCNT(21,21), we used a
denser mesh of 60 ´ 1 ´ 1 k-points and the kinetic energy cutoff of 100 Ry. For the
sake of tight-binding model (TBM) parameters fitting, in all cases we used the non-
relaxed ideal geometries of the structures (see Supplementary Discussion). The
single-electron optical absorption spectra based on DFT wavefunctions were cal-
culated within the pw2gw package of Quantum Espresso.

Tight-binding calculations. In the tight-binding calculations, we first followed an
idealized picture where a single-parameter tight-binding model (TBM) was used
for both tubes and ribbons by setting the nearest-neighbor hopping integral t1 ¼
3:12 eV (Partoens 2006)55. Then, for zigzag GNRs, 6 TBM parameters were fitted
to the DFT results to facilitate the study taking into account exchange and cor-
relation effects for a wide range of transverse sizes. The fitted parameters are given
in Table 1. For armchair SWCNTs, we used 7 tight-binding parameters reported by
Reich et al. (Reich 2002)60 because they perfectly describe the calculated DFT
band-structures of the carbon nanotubes (see Suplementary Note 1). These para-
meters are also given in Table 1.

For all TBMs, the single-electron optical absorption spectra for the incident
light polarized along the longitudinal axis of the nanoribbon or nanotube were
calculated using the gradient approximation for the velocity operator67:
v ¼ ∂HðkÞ=∂k. Then, with this operator the interband absorption is calculated as
follows27,56:

Að_ωÞ �
X
i;j

X
k

hΨc;i vj jΨv;ji
��� ���2
Ec;iðkÞ � Ev;jðkÞ

δð_ω� Ec;iðkÞ þ Ev;jðkÞÞ; ð2Þ

where ΨcðvÞ;iðjÞ are the eigenvectors of the generalized eigenproblem HΨ ¼ ESΨ
and δðEÞ is the Dirac delta function that is replaced in numerical calculations by a
Gaussian function with broadening α to model a range of de-excitation processes,
i.e., δðEÞ ! exp �E2=α2f g. Eq. (2) assumes the zero temperature. The summationP

k in Eq. (2) runs through the Brillouin zone sampled with 1000 k-points for the
energy band-structure calculations. The broadening of a single transition was
chosen to be α ¼ 0:03 eV. This broadening corresponds to relaxation time τ ¼
0:14 ps that is a medial value for a range of the reported values for far-infrared and
optical regimes68. The absorption spectrum in our calculations was sampled with
2000 points in the energy range from 0 to 8 eV, which corresponds to the
resolution of about 8 points per the Gaussian.

Fitting procedure. Using Quantum Espresso package, we calculated the DFT
band-structures for ZGNRð6Þ, ð9Þ, ð12Þ and ð15Þ. In each DFT band-structure,
only the π-bands were selected for the fitting. The fitting was implemented on all
valence π-bands and several lowest conductions π-bands: 6 valence and 2 con-
duction bands for ZGNRð6Þ, 9 valence and 3 conduction bands for ZGNRð9Þ, 12
valence and 4 conduction bands for ZGNRð12Þ and 15 valence and 5 conduction
bands for ZGNRð15Þ. The number of conduction bands was limited based on the
pseudopotential vacuum level of about 4 eV; for fitting we chose only those con-
duction bands that lay below the vacuum level within the whole Brillouin zone.
Each refined in this way DFT band-structure was fitted with six parameters of
TBM. In order to fit the six parameters pl

� �
l¼1;¼ ;6 ¼ ft1; t2; t3; s1; s2; s3g, we

minimized the following function:

f ð pl
� �Þ ¼ XNk

i¼1

XNb

j¼1

EDFT;jðkiÞ � Re ETBM;jðki; plÞ
� 	h i2

þ Im ETBM;jðki; plÞ
� 	h i2

;

ð3Þ
where Nk is the number of the Brillouin zone sampling points used in DFT cal-
culations and Nb is the number of fitted bands. For the generalized eigenvalue
problem HΨ ¼ ESΨ, the Hermiticity of H and S matrices is not a sufficient con-
dition for having real eigenvalues. All real eigenvalues are guaranteed for HΨ ¼
ESΨ problem only if S and H are not only Hermitian but also at least one of them is
positive definite. This condition, however, is not fulfilled for many combinations of
the hopping integrals varied between �3 and 3 eV and the overlapping integrals
between �1:5 and 1.5. Therefore, to ensure realvaluedness of f ð pl

� �Þ and to
exclude the sets of the tight-binding parameters resulting in complex eigenenegies,
the sum of the squares of the deviations between the DFT and TBM energies in the
first term of Eq. (3) is placed within a parabolic well described by the second term
in Eq. (3). The mimimizations were performed in Mathematica 11.3.0 software
based on its built-in NMinimize function designed to find the global minimum.
Among the six methods given for this function, only the differential evolution
method showed a steady convergence within <200 steps, i.e., for ZGNR(6)
f ð pl
� �Þmin ¼ 1:6780 eV2 within 133 steps, for ZGNR(9) f ð pl

� �Þmin ¼ 2:7957 eV2

within 110 steps, for ZGNR(12) f ð pl
� �Þmin ¼ 3:5849 eV2 within 155 steps and for

ZGNR(15) f ð pl
� �Þmin ¼ 4:4504 eV2 within 186 steps. The resulting parameters

presented in Table 1 of the main text were then averaged over the four structures
and were used in the TBM calculations for the ZGNRs. Before TBM optical
absorption calculations, we checked that the found parameters provide a reason-
able approximation to the DFT band-structures (see Supplementary Figs. 1 and 2
in Supplementary Note 1).

5

4

3

2

1

0
0 20

n (or w ), diameter (or width) index

40 60

h
�

, e
V

ZGNR atlas Liu et al. Jiang et al. van Hove sym.

Fig. 5 An atlas of ZGNR bulk optical resonances. Optical resonances of
the ZGNR atlas (large red open circles) obtained by linear mapping of the
armchair SWCNT resonances (small blue filled circles) given by
interpolating formula from Liu et al.11. The fitting formula from Jiang et al.49

(green solid curves) is added, as well as the energy differences (small open
black circles) between the van Hove singularities symmetrically placed with
respect to the Fermi level of ZGNRs (van Hove sym.) calculated based on
ZGNR (av.) TBM from Table 1.
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Absorption resonance extraction. In each TBM absorption spectrum, the posi-
tions of the peaks were extracted using the algorithm (see Code Availability sec-
tion) which identifies the positions of intensity maxima Emax for which the
minimum intensity drop ΔImin at the left or right boundary of the closed interval
Emax � dE; Emax þ dE½ � fulfills the following criterion:

x
100%

� IðEmaxÞ<ΔImin � IðEmaxÞ �max IðEmax þ dEÞ; IðEmax � dEÞ½ � ; ð4Þ
where IðEÞ is the intensity of the interband absorption at a given energy and x is
the threshold parameter measured in terms of percents.

In order to extract the significant peaks from the full and bulk ZGNR spectra in
Patroens 2006 TBM, we used the following parameters in Eq. (4): x ¼ 8% and
dE ¼ 0:07 eV. To determine the peak positions for similar spectra calculated with
ZGNR(av.) TBM presented in Table 1, we used x ¼ 4% and dE ¼ 0:1 eV for both
full and bulk absorption spectra. In the case of armchair SWCNTs, the optical
absorption resonances were selected by the algorithm with x ¼ 19% and dE ¼ 0:1 eV
for Partoens 2006 and x ¼ 7% and dE ¼ 0:05 eV for Reich 2002 TBMs.

Linear correlation coefficient. The following modification of the standard for-
mula [cf. Equation (7.18) in ref. 69] for the linear correlation coefficient (LCC)
calculation was used:

r ¼
PminðNx ;NyÞ

i¼1 xi � �xð Þ yi � �y

 �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPNx
i¼1 xi � �xð Þ2PNy

i¼1 yi � �y

 �2q ; ð5Þ

where Nx and Ny are the number of elements in datasets x and y representing the
absorption resonances extracted from the spectra, while �x and �y are the mean
values for the x and y datasets, respectively. In general, the numbers of resonances
Nx and Ny in the absorption spectra of tubes and ribbons are different. Due to this
reason, the summation in the numerator of Eq. (5) is defined for the less of Nx and
Ny . In this way, the LCC values were determined for all the combinations of tubes
and ribbons of different transverse sizes and the LCC maps were generated.

Alignment coefficient or the likelihood function. The degree of alignment Lc
between the two sets of resonances was described by the following alignment
coefficient (AC) or the likelihood function, characterizing the average deviation of
xi resonances from yi ones (cf. Equation (6.2) in ref. 69):

Lc ¼ exp �
PminðNx ;NyÞ

i¼1 xi � yi

 �2

β �minðNx;NyÞ

" #
; ð6Þ

where β ¼ 1 eV2 is a coefficient setting the energy units of xi and yi resonances and
making the exponent dimensionless. Similar to the LCC, the AC defined by Eq. (6)
truncates the dataset with a larger number of elements to the length of the smaller
dataset, which allows one to generate the AC maps.

Data availability
The TBM and DFT calculations raw data that support the findings of this study are
available in Zenodo with the identifier doi:10.5281/zenodo.3547546 or using link https://
doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3547546. This open access repository also contains Source Data
files for Fig. 1 and Table 1. In addition, the repository contains scripts for performing the
TBM calculations, TBM fitting and data analysis, including reproduction of Figs. 1–5 and
Supplementary Figs. 1–8. These data and code can be alternatively obtained from the
GitHub (see Code availability section). The data that support the findings of this study
are also available from the corresponding author upon request.

Code availability
The code developed for this study is available under a GNU Lesser General Public
License v3.0 from https://github.com/vasilsaroka/An-atlas-of-ZGNRs-bulk-optical-
resonances.
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